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our history
For nearly two decades, New York Says Thank You Foundation (NYSTYF) has
adapted to the needs of survivors and communities experiencing trauma by
activating nationwide volunteer networks and disaster-relief programming.
Stars of HOPE is NYSTYF’s flagship initiative. Stars of HOPE (SOH) is a
community arts and disaster relief program that provides a pathway to
healing designed by survivors for survivors. SOH fills a unique gap in disaster
relief services by utilizing research-based coping techniques and
compassionate social support to those in the days, weeks, and years following
a life-altering tragedy.
Stars of HOPE’s qualified art therapists and certified emotional care
responders guide survivors’ resiliency by holding a safe space for peers to
express themselves while empowering one another to recover together
through the creation of a “Star of Hope.”
These one-foot wooden stars serve as a canvas for survivors to create colorful
art and messages of healing to other communities recovering from humanmade or natural disasters as part of a “pay it forward” resiliency model. In
doing so, we remind survivors that they are never alone.
To date, Stars created by over 140,000 volunteers of all ages have been
displayed in over 283 communities in 31 countries worldwide.
In 2019, Stars of HOPE published an impact study conducted by Florida State
University College of Criminology and Criminal Justice.
95% of people felt “grateful.”
93% felt “less alone.”
93% felt “valued.”
92% felt “less sad.”
92% felt “optimistic
80% felt “confident.”
73% felt “calm.”
63% felt “less anxious” because they experienced Stars of HOPE.
The Stars of HOPE program utilizes the latest scientific findings in positive
psychology and heroism science to bring healing, growth, and resiliency to a
world thirsty for loving-kindness.
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Building on a foundation
PLAN PROCESS
In 2020, Stars of HOPE
embarked on a program
assessment involving
professionals and volunteers, star
creators and receivers (many of
whom are survivors), veterans of
the program, and newcomers.
Our findings allowed us to better
understand the role Stars of
HOPE plays at the intersection of
therapeutic art and disaster
relief.
Insights from the assessment
informed the creation of a
revised mission statement and
clarified SOH’s vision and
organizational values.

OUR VISION
Create a future where mental
health and emotional healing are
prioritized in disaster recovery;
foster an empowered network for
survivors using creative art to
heal themselves and instill hope
in others.

OUR MISSION
In response to tragedies such
as mass violence and natural
disasters, Stars of HOPE uses
art-making in the form of a
star to give hope, show
compassion, and promote
healing.

WE ARE
A community of survivors
And survivors by empathy
DEDICATING creative THERAPY
TO the emotional recovery
Of communities and People
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Retaining hope is critical
in individual and
community-wide recovery.
In fact, “instilling hope” is
listed as one of the five
essential elements of
immediate and mid-term
mass trauma intervention.
-Study led by Steven E. Hobfall, Ph.D.
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five pillars to ground
our strategic priorities

1

We will strengthen the core services we
provide by building on our experiences,
refining our best practices, and
committing to continuous learning.

2

We will ensure equitable access to
program services by leveraging key
community partnerships. We will adapt
services to meet the needs of Title 1
schools, BIPOC, LGBTQ+, and targeted
groups.

3

We will create a high-impact culture by
delivering meaningful, measurable, and
long-term results for the communities
and survivor groups we serve.

4

We will remain an influential
organization that shapes public opinion
and the need for therapeutic arts postdisaster through strategic thought
leadership.

5

We will collaborate with community
partners whose values align with ours to
augment our core services and leverage
our work towards fulfilling our services.
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Stars of HOPE
Response Model
We remain devoted to offering research-based
coping skills and compassionate social support
to all survivors in the days, weeks, and years
following a life-altering disaster. Stars of HOPE's
revised mission-driven model comprises
integrated service components that will aim to
contribute to survivor well-being and positively
encourage sustained engagement. The three
components of this model are:
Initial Engagement and Early Intervention
Engaged Community Programming
Long-Term Support
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Initial Engagement and Early Intervention
responses are intended to meet immediate
needs, address crises, and encourage further
engagement. Our global network of volunteers
and staff enables us to provide non-invasive
introductions to community leaders, members,
and local response organizations. We work
with these stakeholders to "silently" hang Stars
in prominent local areas to spread hope,
compassion, and empathy during this time of
high sensitivity.
Each Star placed in the community will serve a
dual purpose: 1) act as a visual beacon of
support 2) act as a tool for heightened recovery
by including a QR code on each Star. Each QR
code will further enhance personal connection
and combat the documented loneliness and
isolation individuals experience post-disaster.
The QR code will lead to a portal on our
website that will include a message of hope
from the creator (a fellow survivor) and
connect receivers to high-quality support
resources.
"Fostering connections as quickly as possible
following mass trauma and assisting people
in maintaining that contact is critical to
recovery," states Dr. Hobfall (et al.)
Further research suggests that social support
composed of people who understand how you
feel—survivors of tragedies, in this case—are
critical in mental illness mitigation.

Engaged Community Programming occurs
after trust and relationships have been
established within the community during the
Initial Engagement and Early Intervention
stage. Engaged Community Programming is
designed to personally assist survivors and
those who have been affected by tragedy.
Our qualified art therapists and certified
emotional care responders work with local
leaders and organizations to organize
community-wide paint events that cater to
community-specific needs.
These community events provide a safe
space for peers to express themselves. The
Star provides a canvas for survivors to
process their trauma—promoting selfefficacy and a renewed sense of hope for the
future. As part of SOH's "pay it forward"
resiliency model, healing art and messages
are used to assist other communities
recovering from human-made or natural
disasters.
Historically, long-term support meant that
SOH returned to a community on the
anniversary of a tragedy. While this remains
an important and continued part of our
future planning, we are also looking to
develop our year-round community
programming. Strategic Priority #1 outlines
our vision for on-demand virtual services and
sustained support of youth and healthcare
workers. Expanding our Long-Term Support
offerings is a crucial component of our
Community Resiliency Model (CRM).
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Strategic Priority I:
Deepen our impact by providing customized programming
focused on heightened impact and sustained care.
Previously, our programming was essentially a onesize-fits-all model. While effective, this approach
didn’t allow for much customization per project—a
need expressed by our constituents. Our upgraded
community resilience model will tailor our
response and provide services that best suit
survivor and community needs to achieve their
desired outcomes over time. We seek to:

1. Strengthen
partnerships for
healing
We will expand our network of local and
national partnerships. Strategic partners
will increase our organizational capacity
to provide customized healing—expand
our financial capabilities per project,
increase our national volunteer base, and
increase other in-kind contributions.

2. A Network of
healing
Create an online portal that provides
resources for healthy coping, peer
support, and formal educational
programming. Accessibility to resources
is vital in promoting self-efficacy
following a tragedy.
This will include:
Providing accessible emotionalsupport services through peer
services or remote one-on-one
therapy
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Host virtual wellness projects with
partnered experts and on-staff
therapists to promote resilience
Strengthen and build long-term
support and peer support
connections

3. Empower Creators &
Sustain Hope
Create an app that deepens the
connection between Star creators and
receivers through video storytelling.
Sustained social support is key to
fostering positive emotions and restoring
and retaining hope in both creators and
receivers. The app will be made
accessible through a QR code placed on
the back of each Star.
The app will allow for increased
engagement with creators to expand our
volunteer network and allow an
additional access point to our new online
resource portal.

In addition to upgrading our real-time
responses to tragedies, SOH is looking to
expand and provide year-round
programming to two distinct and
underserved groups in this next phase:
youth and healthcare workers.

4. youth resiliency &
empowerment

Previously, SOH primarily worked with
school districts in the aftermath of a
tragedy in their school and/or
community. As this generation copes
with the pandemic and other
personal/local/global stresses, SOH
recognizes the need to provide life-long
coping techniques and opportunities for
community leadership.

5. heal the healers

·SOH’s HOPE Bus—a community response
RV—transports art therapists and supplies
to provide healing to communities in
need. Stars of HOPE will use the HOPE
Bus to activate the next strategic phase
of our Heal the Healers Initiative: a
nationwide hospital tour aimed at
providing critical opportunities for
nurses, doctors, and medical
professionals to process their COVID
grief/burnout through art therapy and
community art installations.
A true reflection of our pay-it-forward
model, medical professionals, and their
families will paint messages of hope for
fellow hospital workers across the
country.

By developing a Stars of HOPE School
Club, interested students and schools can
partner with us to provide creative
communal outlets for students to express
themselves and learn about/respond to
local and global crises. Particular
emphasis will be placed on providing
Title 1 schools with this opportunity.
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Strategic Priority II:
Strengthen SOH’s business practices to support high
performance
SOH requires the right tools to strengthen
organizational business practices and cultivate
positive company culture to increase our impact in
communities recovering from tragedy:

1. Improve Quality &
Performance
Cultivate a learning culture throughout
the organization, focusing on continuous
quality improvement and outcomefocused performance management.
This requires that we:
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Continually review service provision
with an evaluative lens and
implement learnings to improve
programming and enhance outcome
attainments
Instill practices to ensure equity in
access to services and parity in
outcomes
Identify the core competencies
needed within our agency to support
best practices and set expectations of
staff accordingly
Implement hiring practices that
ensure applicants are aware of our
high-performance culture and are
willing and able to work within that
structure
Adopt an accountability structure
related to the provision of highquality services

2. Technology for
Improved Service
Delivery
Implement and maintain a highperforming technological infrastructure
to help with service delivery, service
integration, staff efficiency, effectiveness,
and communication across program
initiatives and the organization.
NYSTYF and SOH continue to implement
and customize our Client Relationship
Management (CRM) system to
demonstrate our impact and bolster our
position in the arts in health.
To enhance the ability to make
programmatic refinements to NYSTYF
and SOH, we will revise data collection to
adapt to the system and utilize robust
reporting information to monitor
performance and support quality service.

3. Advocate for Arts
in Health
Share knowledge and organizational
learnings to advocate for the importance
of arts in health, disaster relief, and youth
development.
Continued effectiveness will require
formalizing our efforts in three key areas:
Sharing knowledge and
organizational learnings to impact
continued development and research
in our field
Greater inclusion of clients and
partners to amplify the voices of those
with lived experience
Expanding our messaging through
targeted social media

4. Ensuring Financial
Stability and
Sustainability
Increase public and private funding,
build relations with sponsors and
partners, optimize grant management
processes, increase liquidity, and adopt
effective asset management protocols to
ensure financial stability and
sustainability.
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There is no organization
more effective in
converting despair into
love, loss into recovery,
and tragedy into triumph.”
-Professor Scott Allison, University of Richmond
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Rollout
Top-Level Scenario

2022

INITIATIVE

Online Peer Support Portal

R&D Hosting
Platform

Stars of HOPE App
R&D

2023

Soft
Launch

RFP's

Program Expansion
Rollout

2024 +

Full Network Rollout

Social Enterprises/Merchandising

Youth and Education Initiative
Program Design

Healthcare Response Initiative
Box of HOPE Refinement
Development Staff
Operational Staff
Program Staff

NEA Grant
Submitted

Pilot Program

Program Expansion

Funding and Planning and
Partnerships
Marketing

Q3
Q4
Tour One Tour Two

Full Network Rollout
Q3
Q2
Evaluation
Tour Three Tour Four

Update Workshop Centralized
Guide
Videos
Location
Q1 - Stakeholder &
Partnerships Manager

Q2/3 - Director of
Operations
Q4 - Program
Manager

Q3 - (PT) Bus Driver
and Maintenance
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Conclusion

Stars of HOPE's revised service
delivery system and organizational
structure will be informed and
influence every future project and
initiative, as laid out in Strategic
Priority I. This will allow our services
to thrive in a streamlined and
efficient environment. It will also
help organizational members and
stakeholders focus their time,
energy, and resources on achieving
optimal impact.
The considerable growth indicated
in this Strategic Plan will
necessitate critical investments
from our stakeholders to advance
our internal systems and external
impact.

We thank you for
your continued
support.

New York Says Thank You Foundation
178 Columbus Avenue
P.O. Box 230729
New York, NY 10023
407-968-4359
www.newyorksaysthankyou.org
www.starsofhopeusa.org
info@starsofhopeusa.org

